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Abstract

In recent years, web maps designed to meet the needs of particular user groups have gained in interest. A user group hereby mostly neglected are children including teenagers (i.e. the youth). While little is yet known about how this user group actually uses websites or how to design websites that will be easy for this user group to use, this is even truer for web maps, whose use has experienced a boom lately. Meanwhile, web maps have not only become a pervasive element on the Internet, but also a relevant means for education and teaching purposes. However, to address the rather special user group of children and teenagers – known for being, e.g., impatient and quick to judge – it is necessary to exercise the design of web maps with care. But many questions still remain open with regard to youth-centred web maps. This refers to the requirements and needs of young people, including issues such as the type of device mainly and preferably used, map design, map content, as well as range and properties of functionalities. The project YouthMap 5020 aims to answer these questions. Therefore, the approach of participatory design, which is considered particularly useful when it comes to working with children, is used.

1 Introduction, Background and Research Question

User-centred (web) applications have gained overwhelming interest over the recent years. This is as true for user-centred web maps. Thus, for example, today we see web maps tailored to the demand of cyclists, tourists, wheelchair drivers, and the visually impaired. However, in regard to user-centred web maps, a group that has often and mostly been left behind are children and teenagers, i.e. the youth (see e.g. ZEISING & KATTERFELDT 2013). There still remains little knowledge about how children actually use websites or how to design websites that will be easy for them to use. Even less knowledge exists on how children use web maps and on their requirements directed towards web maps. Most of the scarcely available information originates from a study done by the Nielson Usability Group (URL 5, URL 6). However, one fact is for sure: Childrens’ and teenagers’ requirements on web applications as well as on web maps differ remarkably from those of adults (FRIEDRICH 2000, URL 2, URL 5, URL 10).

This knowledge gap is quite surprising insofar as the youth (also called digital natives) makes up an increasingly large percentage of the population going online, and is therefore
an important Internet user group. Furthermore, due to a number of reasons there is a clear
demand for knowing childrens’ requirements on web maps and for developing youth-
centred prototypes. Some of these reasons are briefly outlined below.

Firstly, per se children have a strong and lively interest in maps. Besides their fascination
for maps, being able to read maps is considered a key competency. It is a central cultural
 technique like reading and writing. Further, being enabled to use maps is a prerequisite to
providing a natural science background. Thus, it is a general necessity that children must be
supported in a targeted, suitable manner, to use and discover maps, what today especially
refers to the use of web maps (see e.g. GRYL & JEKEL 2012, ÖSTERREICHER 2005).

Secondly, regardless of the subject, the inclusion of geomedia (also encompassing the use
of web maps) in school education took place in recent years (DONERT 2010, GRYL & JEKEL
2012, KERSKI 2008). This is underlined, on the one hand, by the emergence of a number of
GI education approaches such as spatial thinking (NRC 2006) or spatial citizenship (GRYL
& JEKEL 2012), which aim at putting competence models, teaching courses and materials at
teachers’ fingertips. On the other hand, industry sets focus on providing usable tools and
data to teachers, to allow them to incorporate GI in teaching. A prominent case is the GI
market leader ESRI, who has been engaged in fostering the use of spatial data in (formal)
education for several years (see e.g. URL 8).

Thirdly, due to certain child development stages, children show particular Internet use
behaviour and characteristics. Hence, children including teenagers are described as being
quite impatient, judging sites quickly, and leaving a site immediately without coming back
again if it is deemed no good, or using the application was not considered as fun (URL 5,
URL 6, URL 9). It is therefore necessary to convince these users at a first glance. This can
best be done by particularly designed, i.e. youth-centred applications.

Despite the facts outlined above, which clearly underline the need for youth-centred web
maps, such applications are still missing, and there is a lack on guidelines or
recommendations on youth-centred web map design. Research on what youth-centred web
maps should look like is urgently required. Open questions refer to the type of devices
mostly used and preferred by the youth, to map design, map content, as well as range and
properties of functionalities. The project YouthMap 5020 faces the challenge of designing a
youth-centred web map, and, among others, to provide answers to these questions.

2 YouthMap 5020 Project Description

YouthMap 5020 (http://www.youthmap5020.at) is a project funded by the Austrian Federal
Ministry for Transport, Innovation and Technology (BMVIT) in context with the FFG
program “Talente Regional” (https://www.ffg.at/talente-regional). The project, which
started in May 2013 and which will end in October 2014, aims at creating a web map for
the city of Salzburg (zip code 5020) tailored to the requirements of young people. The
YouthMap 5020 will be implemented as an ArcGIS online web map application. Moreover,
based on the experience gained while designing and implementing the map application,
YouthMap 5020 recommendations and suggestions will be made publicly available, aiming
to assist others in creating youth-centred web maps.

Therefore, the approach of participatory design is applied. This decision is owed to the fact
that literature highlights participatory design as a strategy particularly valuable and useful
when it comes to working with children and when it is necessary to directly and actively involve them in processes (Kaufman 2011, Muller & Druin 2012). In order to let kids participate in the design process, the consortium of the YouthMap 5020 project includes adults and teenagers as well. Partners, on the one hand, are six schools located in Salzburg; on the other hand they come from public administrations as well as the business and scientific sector. As outlined in Table 1, each partner performs specific tasks.

**Tab. 1:** YouthMap 5020 project consortium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Description on tasks and role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>IFFB-Z_GIS, University Salzburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>project lead, scientific support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration</td>
<td>City of Salzburg, youth office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>real-world project- and product connection (and dissemination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>SynerGIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>technological support (referring the use of ArcGIS online)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>Handelsakademie 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>development of the YouthMap 5020 web map application:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requirements specification, data collection, processing, management, map design and implementation, testing and optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bundesrealgymnasium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Akademisches Gymnasium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ABZ St. Josef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonder-Pädagogisches Zentrum 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Praxis-Volksschule (PH)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 The Youth – A Quite Special User Group

The children and teenagers involved form a quite heterogeneous Internet user group, covering an age span of different development stages, as well as various levels of skills and knowledge. Here, it has to be pointed out that web design, including the design of web maps, must fit the children’s development stages. As the rapidity of development varies depending on the individual child, and several developmental leaps might occur during few months time only, it is a very challenging task to realize websites and web map applications meeting the needs of kids. Easily, children are either overburdened or under-burdened. Thus, it is a relevant basis for the development of a youth-centred map to first and foremost define and narrow the user group.

Due to particular development stages, web design targets very narrow age groups when designing for children in a broad sense (URL 5, URL 6, URL 12):

- children in a strict sense (3 – 12 years old) encompassing
  - young children (3-5 years old),
  - mid-range children (6-8 years old),
  - older children (9-12 years old), and
- teenagers (13-17 years old).

But what about web map design for different aged children? Here, it has to be outlined, that literature differs on the age from which children begin a more or less “self-determined” use of the Internet: Some highlight that five year old kids are already fascinated by the Internet (Seltemann 2008, URL 2), others state that kids start using the Internet from the age of 7 (see e.g. URL 10). Further, as the use of web maps requires certain reading, especially map reading abilities (understand bird view perspective, abstraction etc.) and more skilled motoric capabilities are necessary for (fully) using mouse, keyboard, touch screen etc.
(URL 2), this puts certain age-related and development stage related constraints on web map use. According to these statements, the YouthMap 5020 project focuses on teenagers, i.e. children being at least 12-13 years old (secondary education equivalent age).

4 Methods for Youth-centred Web Map Development

User-centred applications are characterized by being tailored to meet the needs and requirements of a specific user group. Accordingly, well-funded knowledge regarding the particular user group and their requirements is necessary. Therefore, software development processes pay growing attention to specify user requirements which help to determine product characteristics in more detail (Richter & Flückinger 2007). This is also true for youth-centred applications. However, applications made for children and teenagers are often created only based on knowledge delivered by what others say, general assumptions on how kids supposedly behave, or, at best, on insights gained when designers observed their own children (URL 2, URL 5). But this is not enough. Literature highlights that in the case of youth-centred applications, relevant information can be gained by engaging young people actively in application design and development processes (URL 2). Based on these assumptions, the YouthMap 5020 development strategy relied not only on well-known software development processes, but also on the application of the participatory design approach. Methods were used that originate from and are applied in both realms as well as closely related fields (see Fig. 1 at the end of this section).

4.1 Design and development strategies

Participatory design

By definition, participatory design is a form of a user-centred design approach. It is a method that allows assessing, designing, and developing systems, while attention is placed on the active involvement of its users. Thereto, it is closely related to participatory decision-making processes. It aims to ensure that the product design meets the needs of the user group and is usable to them (URL 3, URL 4).

Regarding the involvement of teenagers, the approach focuses on engaging young people to take part in the design and development process of a project or product. This allows informing program design and implementation, as well as to ensure that activities are responsive to the youth’s needs and the on-the-ground basis (Kaufman 2011). With the belief that more appropriate solutions can be found, researchers seek to give children a voice in the design of new technologies (Müller & Druin 2012).

Software development process

The design and implementation of the YouthMap 5020 map product follows well-known and broadly used state-of-the-art software development processes, which are broken down in several stages such as IT project management, conception, design, creation, and implementation (see e.g. Balzert 2000, Sommer-Ville 2007).

The dissection into separated phases provides the advantage that particular attention can be paid to identify, describe and fully recognize user requirements. This is even more relevant since analysing users and their requirements is seen as a pivotal aspect for developing user-
centric software applications. Moreover, user requirements show effect on the entire software development process and trigger all further development steps. It bases on a wide variety of methods. They encompass user surveys, interviews, identifying target user groups, running through scenarios of use, task analysis, observations, analyses of documents and analogue systems, common working meetings, and analogue methods (Nielsen 1994, Richter & Flückigner 2007).

4.2 Applied techniques and methods

From the wide range of methods outlined in the context of participatory design as well as software development, several were applied in the YouthMap 5020 project. Therefore, workshops, working meetings, and pupil internships provided the framework (Fig. 1).

Questionnaire

The main source of information on user requirements regarding the YouthMap 5020 map application was a survey conducted in autumn and winter 2013/2014. According to the principles of empirical social research, the questionnaire was implemented using the Internet survey tool SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com). The questionnaire consisted of 26 questions focusing on socio-demographic data (age, sex, school education, place of residence), preferred map design (background map, symbols), map content (spatial data, context information), range and properties of functionalities (social media services, map navigation, search of addresses and locations etc.), etc.

The survey was not only created and spread by the pupils themselves using numerous communication channels (face-to-face, email, Facebook etc.), but also statistically analysed using MS Excel and IBM SPSS. Since the questionnaire was developed by the pupils themselves, information on the user group and their requirements was on the one hand gained through the survey; on the other hand the questionnaire elaboration process (discussions, comments, decision-making in cooperation with the pupils etc.) revealed lots of interesting aspects.

Observation

To provide the pupils with some background information regarding the use and development processes of web maps, workshops were performed with the different school grades (see Tab. 1). Thus, pupils got an introduction to ArcGIS online and experienced what it looks like to work with web maps as well as what has to be done and considered when designing and implementing a web map, i.e. web map application. Observing the pupils in the work-process, as well as their presentations and discussions of the maps they had produced resulted in a valuable opportunity to receive relevant information about the user group.

Literature review and application analysis

Some literature exists, although not abundantly, regarding web design and usability recommendations focusing on the needs of children. The situation is even worse regarding the design and use of web maps. However, general information on these users (children and teenagers), characteristics, abilities, capabilities, as well as common computer and Internet use behaviour etc., is available. Further, some software systems, i.e. web (map) applications developed for children exist. Thus, a literature review and application analysis have been, to a certain degree, a relevant information source.
5 Selected Results

Even though the project is still in progress, we can already present and discuss some first results gained from the questionnaire elaboration, the questioning itself (having 502 valid responses), from discussions with pupils, and from observing them while working with ArcGIS online. The results were enriched by findings from a literature review and analysis of other applications. Universally valid, it has to be highlighted that certain web map requirements are often related to children’s particular characteristics as well as skill sets, abilities, and capabilities, depending on the development stage, which can be built on while they grow up and learn (URL 2, URL 6, URL 9, URL 11). This refers e.g. to low patience level, (over)confidence in their web abilities, not fully developed motoric capabilities, long reaction time, reduced attention span, insufficient reading skills, and less sophisticated research strategies.

5.1 Map content and functionalities

Generally, teenagers want to learn and play, but not to work with the computer (URL 2). Thus it is important for web maps, as with web applications, to avoid boring them with too educational content, and thereby on the contrary not to get in the way of entertainment overload (URL 6).

Geodata and geo services

With regard to background maps, the questionnaire reveals by an overwhelming majority that street maps are the most popular among the user group (83%). Despite this number, the youth obviously gets really excited about satellite images. This was observed while letting
the pupils work with ArcGIS online. Hence, youth-centred maps should offer a least two switchable types of background maps.

Besides objects typically presented in city maps – such as parks and gardens, water bodies (lakes, rivers etc.), different types of streets, squares and places, points of interest (museums, shops, hotels etc.), public buildings (churches, schools, city hall etc.), features referring to public means of transportation (bus routes and stops etc.), bridges and tunnels (HORSTMANN et al. 2006, ZENG & WEBER 2010) – young people require particular information. Most important to the youth are shopping malls (36%). But also parks and green places (31%), as well as public places (25%) are considered rather relevant. Moreover there are a number of unofficial fairly youth specific locations used to meet and/or to just “chill out”, which are of pivotal importance to the user group. Regarding all locations, the youth asks for certain additional information describing and characterizing the particular locations (Table 2). Surprising was that the youth indicated high interest in knowing safe places, i.e. getting information on the safety situation of particular locations, police stations, as well as hospitals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information categories</th>
<th>Information demand on the part of the youth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geodata</td>
<td>“leisure time sites”: shopping malls, youth meeting/chilling points restaurants, i.e. places to eat; coffee shops, bars, locations to party parks and green spaces cultural sites locations to do sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional related information</td>
<td>opening hours prices (admission prices, beverages etc.) smoking areas, i.e. smoking allowed age restriction availability of free wireless networks peculiarities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, multimedia (picture, videos and audio files) and hyperlinks can be leveraged to impart additional information. These elements are typically arranged in information windows, i.e. pop-ups. Such elements are welcome by the user group. However, while pictures are highly desired, web links are less popular. This might be seen in context with the fact that children have difficulties to recognize links as such. For them blue underlined text doesn’t vary from other text (URL 2). Thus, it is necessary to provide the information wanted (Table 2; normally available at websites) in a more suitable way. Further, all textual information should be presented in understandable text with short sentences and abundant paragraphs not using a too tiny font size (URL 2, URL 6, URL 11, URL 13).

Finally, two types of (geo-)services are in high demand amongst the youth: routing services and public transportation system services. They should be implemented in the YouthMap 5020 web map product, or at least a link should be provided giving access to applications offering these services.
Functionalities

Besides general functionalities known from web maps such as zoom, pan, and turning layer visibility on and/or of etc., functionalities closely related to social media platforms are highly demanded. The majority of the respondents asked for embedding social networking services. This conforms to findings on kids’ Internet use: Teenagers like forms for providing feedback or asking questions, online voting, features for sharing pictures and stories, message boards (URL 6, URL 9). Despite this, most of the respondents want to use the YouthMap 5020 web map without the need of creating an own profile. This is a tendency also underlined in the literature: Children do not want to register or create profiles while using web applications (raised awareness on Internet security issues). Further, the target group is more or less evenly divided in being interested in other users’ comments and ratings on map features or not being interested. But no one really requests opportunities for sharing own ratings and comments, i.e. adding own information.

In a nutshell, the youth clearly underpins the need for web maps that extend geocommunication with social media functionalities (HENNIG et al. 2011). Young people who are familiar with and accustomed to the use and leverage of social media ask – more than other user groups – for a map combining features well-known and beloved in social media applications. Hence, the traditional (web) map needs to be extended by the involvement of well selected and implemented social networking services. When implementing functionalities, one must be aware, that the youth prefers simple, straightforward processes such as point and click (URL 2). The mouse is the preferred device (URL 14).

5.2 GUI and map and design

Questions on the web map design refer to the map object, as well as the GUI that the map object is embedded in. Both the map and GUI should follow standard design guidelines.

Like for other user groups, it is important for children and teenagers that GUI and map are kept simple and consistent. Characteristics, abilities and capabilities of the user group – outlined above – require simple sites, a design which is clearly laid out and well-arranged and content that is well-structured (URL 6, URL 9). To avoid information overload and support a well-readable map picture for the user group, it is suggested to distinguish winter and summer content and information suitable for different age-groups.

Regarding the layout, it is known that the youth likes it colourful. This matches web design guidelines for children which outline that kids like colours (bright, vivid colours) as well as pictures (URL 1, URL 7). This has been emphasized by our questionnaire, too. Despite the desire for cool looking graphics and a “snappy” look of the map and GUI (deemed not boring by kids), it must be guaranteed that symbols are easy to understand and icons are easy to identify with clear functions (URL 2, URL 6, URL 13).

6 Conclusion and Outlook

The YouthMap 5020 project is still in progress. Nevertheless, the work already conducted delivered interesting results on the use and design of web maps on behalf of children and young people. Thereby, the project fully benefits from today’s shift in attitude from designing for users to one of designing with users (SANDERS & SONICRIM 2002).
Besides providing insight into the youth’s requirements on web maps, several more advantages result from the YouthMap 5020 project. This refers to the field of urban planning (describing the youth’s living conditions; suggestions for improvement etc.), education and teaching (information to provide more suitable geo-media tools differing from those used by adults), youth development principles and practices (young people work in partnership with adults, which delivers relevant input) and GI product development (contribution in terms of combining diverse knowledge to make better services and products).
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